
Heartland CISMA meeting Florida Division of Forestry, Frostproof 

November 10, 2010, 10am-2pm 

Attendees:  Keeli Carlton (Polk County), Carrie Kotal (Florida Division of Forestry), Robert Nelson (The 

Nature Conservancy- TNC), Ryan Graham (TNC), Debi Tharp (TNC), Erik Egensteiner (Florida Park 

Service), Cheryl Millett (TNC) 

1. Welcome and updates from everyone about invasives projects, challenges, invasive show & tell or 
ask, etc. 
 

 Cheryl: Now working on bringing Python Patrol, an EDRR program focused on invasive large-
bodied snakes, from the Keys, where it initiated, to the mainland.  First workshops & trainings 
are in December at Everglades National Park, followed by Big Cypress in January, with plans to 
have a workshop for Heartland CISMA by April 2011.  The biggest current invasive snake/lizard 
threat to our CISMA is Argentine black and white tegu lizards which are in western Polk.  A great 
resource for getting familiar with IDing and reporting invasive snakes and lizards is the recently-
released REDDy training via IFAS at http://ufwildlife.ifas.ufl.edu/reddy.shtml. 
 

 Keeli: 1) Polk County will have invasive species them for month of March because National 
Invasive Species Awareness Week is 2/28-3/4, 2011.  Looking for speakers, display materials 
anyone has.  Sunday is kids’ day, so kid-focused activities best then.  Carrie and Debi agreed to 
participate. 
2) Tabitha Biehl-Gabbard looking to host Pet Amnesty Day at Circle B- contact her for more 

information.  Cheryl mentioned there will soon be a new Pet Amnesty person hired at FWC 

soon.  We should have the Python Patrol training in combination with a meeting about 

participating in Pet Amnesty Day. 

 Carrie: Laurel wilt disease confirmed at Westgate River Ranch- going to regulate firewood and 
cutting/burning on-site all red bays.  Resident said once leaves turned brown, trees dead within 
21 days.  Carrie going to talk to residents in February.  How do counties deal with tree removal? 
– no ordinance in Polk; what about Highlands, Hardee, DeSoto? 
 

 Erik: Laurel wilt disease confirmed at Lake Kissimmee State Park started on Buster Island on 
south end and now north to the middle of the park.  Has killed red bays, and Pat says silk bay 
too but Erik hasn’t seen any to confirm yet.  Traps out but no red bay ambrosia beetles caught in 
them yet, so trapping procedure being re-evaluated. 
 

 Bob: Working on developing decontamination procedures with FISP, so would be top-level of 
agencies signing on, making working on this CISMA by CISMA unnecessary.  Disappointed that 
there wasn’t participation for a FLEPPC booth at Boktoberfest this year, but idea of multi-CISMA 
group booth next year, since visitors from throughout FL.  In future, we should consider 
outreach to Association of Environmental Professionals (lots of consultants). 
 

 Debi and Ryan: Brought Scleria lacustris (Wright’s nut-rush)- differs from natives in that grows 
much taller and has huge seeds.  Very sharp- can cut through clothes.  Annual that produces a 
persistent seedbank- right now seeing it a lot where other invasives were sprayed in the last 



year, and where there was then an empty space for it move in.  Talked about challenge of 
treating natal grass and Carrie mentioned Jeff Eichwort writing up how Bok treatment of natal 
with imazapyr resulted in collateral pine bud damage. 

2. Announcements: 
 

 Avon Park AFR Ridge Rangers workday Sat., Nov. 20th;  

 Southwest Florida Invasive Species Workshop Wed., Dec. 1st;  

 next CISMA call Wed., Jan. 26th;  

 National Invasive Species Awareness Week Feb. 28-March 4, 2011 
 

3. Structure- developing a steering committee to guide our progress and committees for each goal in 
strategic plan.   

This should not require any significant time commitment from participants.  We have already 

identified goals for our group with the strategic plan. The steering committee would develop a 

short-term list of “action items” to help meet these long-term goals.  This group could meet 

before or after the CISMA meeting or by conference call. If you’d like to guide the CISMA’s next 

steps, let me know you’d like to be a part of the steering committee! 

 Steering committee formed, members: Keeli Carlton, Erik Egensteiner, Cheryl Millett, Clarence 
Morgan, Bob Nelson, Debi Tharp 
 

 Prevention committee formed, members: Ryan Graham, Bob Nelson 
 

 EDRR/Control committee formed, members: Keeli Carlton, Erik Egensteiner, Ryan Graham, 
Carrie Kotal, Cheryl Millett, Clarence Morgan, Bob Nelson, Debi Tharp 
 

 Aerial survey committee formed, members: Carrie Kotal, Cheryl Millett, Clarence Morgan 
time to start working on the NEXT one and looking for feedback about the last one, so if you’d 
like to see it happen, help plan it 
 

4. Early detection- looking for training and tools to help with ID and treatment of the list of top 
baddies we developed?   

Could have training with people who are familiar with species talking about ID and treatment- 

sound good? Yes. 

Cheryl printed ID sheets for top 12 EDRR species and disseminated.  Could make weed deck of ID 

and control for members- sound good? Yes. 

Phyllanthus fluitans- Peace River- aquatic; should we reach out to aquatic folks? Yes: Debi, Keeli 

and Carrie all have contacts, plus having aquatic invasive intro and field trip at spring meeting at 

Circle B will be good way to bring them in. 

33 new exotic plants- via FLCISMAs list 

 



5. EDDMaps update 

 who is using it?  No one here yet.  Cheryl getting alerts of new species reported, and none but 
older nonnative bird reports yet 
 

 What kind of info goes where- FNAI vs. EDD Maps.  Control data goes to FNAI and early 
detection data goes to EDDMaps so that others in CISMA can get early alert of outbreaks of our 
priority EDRR species. 

6. To do’s:  
 

 Set regular meeting times?  They have been catch as catch can, and I propose we set regular 
dates for the future.   
 
o How often?  Twice/year 
o When? fall and spring- next in March, date to be set by steering committee in coordination 

with invited speakers. 
o What to focus on when (e.g. should there be a regular “workshop” day or a regular “field 

trip” day): workshop with CEUs (if possible) in spring and meeting in Highlands County (Ag 
Center?) in fall  
 

 NISAW- coordinate activities (Ridge Rangers, others?), outreach story?- Circle B month 
participation, EDRR scavenger hunt (to increase our own contributions to EDDMapS and raise 
awareness in others, see more below), maybe BOCC resolution in support of NISAW 
 

7. Other tools/ideas: 
 

 FWC-IPM Research-Outreach Newsletter- emailed quarterly with updates 
 

 Green Thumb/Pet store training- Keys- only talked about Green Thumb, which is certification 
for those who agree to certain noninvasive, sustainable practices (see details)- group liked this 
idea and interested in pursuing.  Pet store training is similar idea and will be brought up in the 
future. 
 

 EDRR scavenger hunt- done recently in Keys: got donated prizes and contest with person 
reporting the most correct species from EDRR list winning prize. 
 

 iPhone app- to report invasive snakes and lizards- tells you how via EDDMapS.  Goal is to have 
app capable of linking GPS location and phone photo of invasive with report info to EDDMapS. 
 

 Stephen Brown Youtube videos- funny videos by southwest FL extension agent about threat of 
air potato and Australian pine. 
 

 Partner workdays- similar to TSA blitz in LWRSF a few years back, we could work together on 
treating EDRR species on each others’ properties. 
 

 FLEPPC list- if you’re not on it, check it out, because it’s got good info. 
 



Next meeting=spring meeting in March at Circle B with speakers about latest research out of Gainesville 

about treatment, grass ID, aquatic weeds intro/tram tour, and EDRR ID and treatment 


